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ABSTRACT
Biologicals have been used for decades in biopharmaceutical topical preparations. Because cellular therapies are routinely used in the clinic they have gained significant attention. Different derivatives are possible from different cell and
tissue sources, making the selection of cell types and establishment of consistent cell banks crucial steps in the initial
whole-cell bioprocessing. Various cell and tissue types have been used in treatment of skin wounds including autologous and allogenic skin cells, platelets, placenta and amniotic extracts from either human or animal sources. Experience
with progenitor cells show that they may provide an interesting cell choice due to facility of out-scaling and known
properties for wound healing without scar. Using defined animal cell lines to develop cell-free derivatives may provide
initial starting material for pharmaceutical formulations that help in overall stability. Cell lines derived from ovine tissue (skin, muscle, connective tissue) can be developed in short periods of time and consistency of these cell lines was
monitored by cellular life-span, protein concentrations, stability and activity. Each cell line had long culture periods up
to 37 - 41 passages and protein measures for each cell line at passages 2 - 15 had only 1.4-fold maximal difference.
Growth stimulation activity towards two target skin cell lines (GM01717 and CRL-1221; 40 year old human males) at
concentrations ranging up to 6 μg/ml showed 2-3-fold (single extracts) and 3-7-fold (co-cultured extracts) increase.
Proteins from co-culture remained stable up to 1 year in pharmaceutical preparations shown by separation on SDSPAGE gels. Pharmaceutical cell-free preparations were used for veterinary and human wounds and burns. Cell lines and
cell-free extracts can show remarkable consistency and stability for preparation of biopharmaceutical creams, moreover
when cells are co-cultured, and have positive effects for tissue repair.
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1. Introduction
Cell-based therapies have been used routinely in medical
care for burn and wound management of skin for over 30
years. They offer the promise of repairing and/or replacing damaged tissue and restoring lost functionality
because ideally they provide all of the factors necessary
for wound healing. Several cell types and tissues have
been proposed as starting material including autologous
cells, adult stem cells, embryonic stem cells and tissues
from placental and amniotic fluid and can originate from
human or animal source. Some of these cell types have
been used for biological preparations used in processing
vaccines, medicinal, cosmetic and tissue engineering products and various skin affections that are targeted include
acne scars, after-laser treatments, anti-aging, burns and
wounds of all nature [1-10].
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

Considerable interest and research has been dedicated
to the understanding of tissue repair and the associated
process. Whereas adult cutaneous wounds heal more
slowly and with scar formation to restore tissue integrity,
fetal skin, in utero, is observed to have rapid and scarsless tissue repair characterized by regeneration of an
organized dermis with normal appendages and by a relative lack of inflammation [11-13]. Fundamental differences between fetal and adult skin and the fetal and adult
skin wound environment may be important in inducing
efficient tissue repair. From these observations, it was
proposed that fetal cells or progenitor cells of certain
origins and gestational ages would be efficient in acute
and chronic wounds. Indeed, it has been shown that efficient repair could be obtained in 2nd and 3rd degree
burns in children [14], acute wounds [15] and in chronic
wounds [16] to date and the whole-cell bioprocessing
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and age of the cells were very important aspects [17,18].
Establishment of cell banks is a crucial step in the
process of many vaccines, medicinal products or tissueengineering products and therefore the choice of celltype is extremely important. Progenitor cells are differentiated cells with high expansion, regeneration and low
immunogenicity properties which have been implicated
in efficient tissue repair. Unlike stem cells, they do not
require feeder layers or extensive growth factors for expansion which is a major reason for their consistency in
scaling out.
Embryonic Stem Cells (ES) are isolated from earlystage embryo in the first cell divisions but there are only
several hundred cells as starting material. Stem cells,
whether embryonic or adult, are technically very demanding. Maintenance and expansion of adult stem cells
in an undifferentiated state require the addition of many
specific growth factors [2] and use of feeder layers can
cause inconsistent colony cell growth [17]. The necessity
to use many exogenous growth factors is also a limiting
factor for the scale-up of stem cell cultures for biopharmaceutical preparations and clinical applications. Thus,
progenitor cells with their high expansion, simple culture
conditions and low immunogenicity properties [18] are
ideal conditions for whole-cell bioprocessing destined for
cell therapy, tissue-engineering, and cell-free derivatives
that can be used for cosmetic and medicinal products.
Preparations from living cells and their delivery to the
patient is a major complication for treatment and the
shelf-life is very limited with such preparations. Many
products for skin repair have applied alternatives such as
freeze-dried, frozen and refrigerator stocking [19-25].
Herein, we have looked at in vitro stability (cell life, total
protein, biological activity) of ovine progenitor cells to
see if they meet the exigent and stringent technical aspects for development of stable formulations. In vivo, we
have evaluated cell-free derivative integration and stability for biopharmaceutical preparations (different combined cell-free sources and concentrations) in an oil-inwater cream as an alternative topical delivery system for
irritated skin conditions that are frequently presented to
the pharmacy (preliminary assessment of biopharmaceutical preparation for veterinary and human cases of noncomplex wounds and burns).

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Cell Line Development and Cell Banking
Cell lines were developed from specific tissues of ovine
skin, muscle and connective tissue that were obtained
from the State Veterinarian before 1998 when no relevant ovine diseases were present on Swiss territory.
Cell lines were developed in 1994 and processed as described. Three 1 - 4 cm2 biopsies from each tissue (skin
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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from the abdominal region; muscle from the thigh;
connective tissue from the diaphram) were obtained from
4 different gestational ages to compare growth characteristics (3, 6, 9, 12 weeks). Biopsies were cleaned of adherent
tissue, washed three times for 15 minutes each in Phosphate
Buffered Saline (PBS: NaCl 6.80 g/l, Na2HPO4 1.48 g/l,
KH2PO4 0.43 g/l), cut into 1 - 2 mm pieces and put into
culture in tissue culture grade plates (60 cm, Falcon).
Once the adherent cells reached 80% confluence (~1
week), they were trypsinized (EDTA and Trypsin solution, Gibco), amplified and ampoules of cells in 1 ml of
freezing medium (50% DMEM, 40% FCS, 10% DMSO)
were stored in liquid-nitrogen (Master Cell Banks, 100
ampoules with 5 × 106 cells each). Cell banks were stored
in the vapor liquid nitrogen storage vessels (Carbagas).
Working Cell Banks (WCB, 50 ampoules with 5 × 106
cells each) were developed from each of the MCB
ampoules of cells and stored at –80˚C and renewed each
year. Long-term stocks were kept in liquid nitrogen.

2.2. Cell Line Testing
Safety testing for developed cell banks were controlled
for mycoplasma (PCR) and bacterial contamination
(specific media test for 7 days in culture). Antibodies
towards prions, were tested on each cell bank as follows:
for prp protein detection (detection of the sequence
DYEDRYYRE in the prion protein) on cell cultures of
fetal ovine cells, non-specific binding was blocked by an
incubation for 2 hr at 25˚C with a solution of PBS
containing 5% fetal calf serum (FCS), 7% normal goat
serum (NGS) and 0.1% Triton × 100. Tissue sections
were then incubated overnight at 4˚C with prp specific
antibodies against (6H4 monoclonal antibody, PRIONICS,
Switzerland) at a 1:10,000 dilution in PBS containing 5%
FCS, 5% NGS and 0.1% Triton × 100. The following
morning, fixed cells were washed 3 times for 10 min
each in PBS and the sections treated with biotinylated
goat anti-rabbit antibody at 1:200 in a solution of PBS
with 5% FCS, 1% NGS and 0.1% Triton × 100 for 3 hr at
25˚C. Tissue sections were washed 4 times for 5 min
each in PBS and then treated with Vectastain ABC®
(Vector, Burlingame, CA) as indicated by the company
for 3 hr at 25˚C. After this incubation, tissue sections
were washed 3 times for 10 min each in PBS and treated
with 0.5 mg/ml 3,3’-diaminobenzidine with 0.32 l of
30% H2O2 added just before an incubation of 1 - 2 min.
All samples were treated at the same time. Control samples
were accomplished with each experiment and consisted
of non-specific IgG fractions of serum. The antibody
staining for prp protein using this antibody is represented
by a very strong cellular brown coloration. The samples
were washed for 5 min under running water and mounted
with Merckoglas® (Merck, Switzerland).
JCDSA
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2.3. Life-Span of Cell Lines
The entire life-span of each cell line (skin, muscle and
connective tissue) was determined to define limitations
of cell bank usage and cellular stability to assure that the
starting material for further cell-free extracts would be of
high quality. Cellular life-span was defined as the number
of in vitro passages until the growth rate was reduced to
25% of the initial maximum growth rate. Three independent cell cultures (A, B and C), were serially cultured
in monolayer from passage 3 to 41. Each week using the
previous passage, 3 new culture flasks with 3000 cells
per cm2 were prepared for a total of 40 - 41 weeks. Cell
number was manually counted after 7 days of culture for
each passage.

2.4. Consistency of Protein Concentration at
Different Passages
To investigate potential variation of total protein through
cellular aging (passing the cells), protein concentrations
were measured in each of the cell lines at passages 2, 6,
10 and 15. Cellular morphology was also controlled by
photography at each cellular passage for comparison.
Fetal cell extracts were obtained by 5 complete freezethaw cycles of each cell line. In short, extracts were
made at a concentration of 1 × 106 cells/ml and placed at
–80˚C to freeze and 37˚C to thaw for a total of 5 cycles
and centrifuged to remove cellular components. Cell
burst was monitored my light microscopy and extracts
were also placed into culture to assure that no cell growth
remained. Protein concentration was measured with the
Bradford Assay (Biorad, Switzerland) and the protein
determinations were measured spectrophotometrically with
an ELISA plate reader at 595 nm (Biorad, Switzerland).

2.5. Biological Activity of Cell-Free Extracts
Individually and Combined
Biological activity of the cell-free extracts was tested for
stimulation of growth of established human skin cell lines
obtained from cell depositories (American Type Culture
Collection). Cell-free extracts were tested individually or
combined together (skin, muscle or connective tissue) at
various concentrations as follows: 0, 1.2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4
and 6 µg/ml. Extracts were added to the culture medium
of two different adult skin cells used as target cell lines
(GM01717 and CRL-1221, both 40-year-old male). The
number of cells from each of the target skin cell lines
was counted manually in triplicate using a hemocytometer after 4 days of stimulation with extracts at various
concentration to determine if extracts could stimulate
older skin cell growth.

2.6. Cream Formulation
Different concentrations (2 to 6 µg/ml) of single and
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

combined progenitor cell-free extracts have been used
mixed in an oil-in-water emulsion (cream) to see if longterm stability could be improved. The cream was prepared
under controlled, clean-room conditions in an automated
pharmaceutical machine (Moltomat, Krieger AG, Basel,
Switzerland). Its composition was stated on the external
label and contained hydrogenated vegetable oil, glycerine,
propylene glycol, cetearyl, ethyhexanoate, decyl oleate,
ceteanyl alcohol, cetyl palmitate, glucose, ascorbyl palmitate, tocopheryl acetate, propylparaben, methylparaben,
potassium chloride, magnesium chloride, sodium cetearyl
sulphate, simethicone. During the preparation of the
cream, ovine extracts have been added in different concentrations to the mixture and subjected only to mixing
so an even distribution of the extract could be assured.
Samples for quality control with respect to microbiological and physico-chemical (viscosity, pH, conductivity, mass volume, colorimetry, microscopy) analyses
were sent to the Laboratory for Analyses (Sincopharm,
SA, Moudon, Switzerland) at the beginning and end of
study date (1 year). Hereafter, this preparation will be
nominated Pharmaceutical cream preparation as it was
considered as a preparation in small quantities in the
Pharmacy under (Good Laboratory Practices) GLP conditions at the time of this study.

2.7. Extraction and Stability of Proteins in
Pharmaceutical Cream Preparation
Cell-free extracts were incorporated into the cream preparation described above to give 170 - 340 µg/ml of total
protein. Proteins were either separated by ultra-centrifugation and concentrated by dessiccation with silica
gel, separated from the cream using a Bio-rad “ReadyPrep,
clean-up kit” (Biorad, Switzerland), or extraction by SDS
(1% - 10%) directly. Proteins were extracted at 2, 4, 6
and 12 months following incorporation into cream base
in triplicate. Protein separation and stability was examined
by SDS-PAGE electrophoresis on 4% - 20% TrisHCL
polyacrylimide gels (Biorad, Switzerland). Preparation at
final concentrations of 2 - 6 µg/ml was tested for overall
stability following one year.

2.8. Clinical Case Reports: Human and
Veterinary
Typical clinical cases that arrive in a pharmacy setting
(rural Switzerland) representing wounds and burns are
presented for humans and acute wounds for veterinary.
Pharmaceutical cream application and bandaging with
gauze was accomplished for patients and bandages were
changed either every day (Patients 1 and 3) or every 3
days (Patient 2). Veterinary cases had cream application
1 - 2 times daily for the duration of the treatment (when
wounds closed). Gauze bandages could not be easily
JCDSA
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applied to most veterinary cases due to anatomical site of
wounds.

3. Results
3.1. Cell Banking (MCB and WCB Production)
Cells were passaged one time following tissue explants
and cells from passage 1 were then used to establish
Master Cell Bank (MCB). Each ampoule of cells in the
MCB was mixed to assure consistency and that each was
identical for the 100 vials of cells. Ampoules of cells
from the MCB were then expanded by serial subculture
up to passage number two and pooled for distribution
into ampoules to form the Working Cell Bank (WCB),
for which vials were then used for experimentation for
these studies. The WCB generated consisted of 50 ampoules with 5 million cells in each for the skin, muscle
and connective tissues at passage 2 in triplicate samples.

3.2. Life-Span of Cell Lines
Actual cell counts were conducted each week with two
media changes for cell culture flasks of cells from each
cell line (skin, muscle and connective tissue) after 7 days
of cell growth at an initial concentration of 3000 cells/cm2
and in triplicate. Each week using the previous passage,
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3 new cell culture flasks with this concentration were
prepared for a total of 41 weeks. Stable populations were
seen up to passage 33 for skin and muscle cells and 35
for connective tissue cells where cell number decreased
to ~50% of initial cell number (Figure 1). It is necessary
to establish the most efficient cell-life by using the
minimum number of initially-seeded cells which will
permit the maximum production of a finished product at
the passages permitted (less than 2/3 the life of the cell
line under specific conditions). Cells from ovine tissues
used herein could be easily used to passage 33 - 35. The
cell banks developed with ovine tissues are only needed
between passages 3 - 8 for out-scaling due to their high
growth capacity and therefore fit well within the established model for cell-free derivative product production.
Life-span of each cell line (skin, muscle, connective
tissue) was determined to define limitations of cell bank
usage. Three independent cell cultures (A, B and C),
were serially cultured in monolayer from passage 3 to 41
and cell number was manually counted after 7 days of
culture for each passage.

3.3. Consistency of Protein Concentrations
between Cellular Passages
From the original tissues, 3 different sub-cultures and

Figure 1. Growth survival of progenitor cells.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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cell lines were developed and each of these were tested
in triplicate for protein concentration (Figure 2). Protein
concentration was measured in the freeze-thaw and centrifuged extracts of the three independent cell cultures (A,
B, C) from flasks seeded at 3000 cells/cm2 from passage
2, 6, 10 and 15. Protein was then extracted from one million cells from each sub-culture in triplicate. The range
mean protein concentrations were 0.12 - 0.21 mg/ml at
passage 2 and 0.20 - 0.24 mg/ml at passage 15. There
was low variability between the three independent cultures A, B and C at all passages.
Protein concentration was measured in the freeze-thaw
extract of the three independent cell cultures from flasks
seeded at 3000 cells/cm2 from passages 2, 6, 10 and 15.
Protein concentration is represented from one million
cells from each sub-culture in triplicate ± standard deviation of the mean. Photos of cells from each cell line at
passage 2, 6, 10 and 15.

3.4. Biological Activity: Cellular Growth
Stimulation Assay
When added to aged-fibroblasts as target cells, GM01717
and CRL-1221, in cell culture, extracts had a stimulatory
effect on the cell growth of GM01717 and CRL-1221

cells but to different extents (Figure 3). Individual cell
lines showed a dose-dependent stimulatory effect with
CT showing the best effect with both target cell lines but
the cell line GM01717 was more sensitive of the two
used. When cell-free extracts of the three cell lines were
mixed together, there was a symbiotic effect for cellular
growth stimulation. The effect was dose-dependent with
a 5.5 fold increase in growth stimulation of GM01717
and 3.75 fold increase with CRL-1221 cells seen with
combined extracts as compared to controls where only
buffer was added. An increase of 1.75 - 2.65 fold stimulation was seen with the combined extracts when compared to extracts from a single tissue. Combinations of
two independent extracts were similar to those seen for
all three (data not shown).
Extracts were tested individually or combined together
(skin, muscle or connective tissue) at various concentrations (0, 1 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4 and 6 µg/ml). Growth stimulation was done with two different adult skin cells used as
target cell lines (GM01717 and CRL-1221, 40-year-old
males). Data is represented as the number of target skin
cells as a function of concentration of progenitor extracts
after 4 days of stimulation. Graphs are from three independent experiments.

Protein concentration

Figure 2. Protein stability of progenitor cells.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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as those seen in extracts not incorporated into cream
(lanes 2, 3 and 6, 8) and were easily separated under the
conditions employed. MW of proteins was mainly between 20 - 60 kDa (Figure 4).
Cellular extracts were incorporated into and oil-in water cream to give 170 - 340 µg/ml of total protein. Protein
extraction by SDS (10%) was at 1 year (cream kept at
22˚C) followed by SDS-PAGE electrophoresis on 4% 20% TrisHCL polyacrylimide gel in triplicate. Column
one and four are molecular weight markers, columns 2
and 6 are proteins extracted from cream (C1, C2) and
columns 3 and 8 are proteins that were kept at 22˚C for
one year (E1, E2).

3.6. Preliminary Assessment of Pharmaceutical
Cream Preparation

Figure 3. Biostimulation with progenitor cell-free extracts.

3.5. Assessment of in Vivo Stability of Proteins in
Pharmaceutical Cream Preparations
Cell-free extracts incorporated into cream preparation
were both separated by ultra-centrifugation and concentrated by desiccation with silica gel, separated from the
cream using a Bio-rad “ReadyPrep clean-up” kit, or extraction by SDS (1% - 10%) directly. Proteins were extracted at 2, 4, 6 and 12 months following incorporation
into cream base. Protein stability was examined by SDSPAGE electrophoresis on 4% - 20% TrisHCL polyacrylimide gels (Biorad, Switzerland).
Separation of proteins by ultra-centrifugation resulted
in the liquid phase under the cream phase in the tubes.
Fine needles were used to recuperate the liquid from below that was then concentrated by desiccation with silica
gel. Using this procedure, the total protein recuperated
was inferior than that necessary to visualize most of the
MW bands on SDS-PAGE gels. The Bio-Rad “ReadyPrep clean-up” kit did not permit a major amelioration to
this aspect. Concentrated pharmaceutical creams (preparations at 170 - 340 µg/ml of total protein) were then
subjected to a direct extraction with 1% SDS, frozen,
centrifuged and loaded onto SDS-PAGE gel for separation (Figure 4). The MW of proteins remained as large
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

In vivo tests were accomplished on wounds and burns of
animals and humans that presented to the Pharmacy setting (Figures 5 and 6). The wounds were photographed
and then a thin layer of pharmaceutical cream, with optimized concentrations of cell-free extracts (6 µg/ml),
was applied to the wound or burn. For human patients, a
gauze bandage was placed for protection but animal
cases did not permit this anatomically. For veterinary
cases, cow udders are routinely walked on by other cows
and ulcerations occur which can last several months
which result in not being able to obtain milk from the
injured udder or complete loss (amputation necessary).
Rapid closure is necessary and it is usually difficult to
observe such a wound in time to suture the udder in
place.
3.6.1. Veterinary Cases
Case 1 represents a cow udder which was resistant to all
other therapies since one month (veterinary cream, honey,
lotions) and continued to be rigid throughout the udder
tip (Figure 5). Following 2 weeks of daily Pharmaceutical cream application, obvious wound closure was no-

Figure 4. SDS-PAGE gel with separated proteins.
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ticed and milking was possible. Ulceration repaired progressively and the udder became supple even though
cream application was one time a day with no possibility
to cover and protect the wound with bandages. Case 2
represents a cow udder that was not sutured in time and
was suspending from the cow (Figure 5). Pharmaceutical
cream was applied once daily for 4 weeks and milking
could resume following 1 week already. Progressive
closure of this very large wound was possible with very
little scar tissue present (Figure 5, photo 9 weeks).
3.6.2. Patient Cases
Patient 1 (Figure 6) represents a wound which, if had
been presented immediately to a doctor, would have required sutures. The patient came only 4 days following
the accident of falling on a glass which produced a
wound (1.5 × 3 cm) with raised borders. Epithelization
was seen as soon as 2 days of daily cream application.
Following 1 week, the wound was flat with no inflammation and a thin epidermis evident throughout.
Patients 2 and 3 represent burn wounds of different
degrees (Figure 6). Patient 2 presented with a second
degree burn with blistering one week following a battery
acid accident. Pharmaceutical cream was placed only at
days 1, 2, 6 and 10 (4 applications total) with outer bandage application for protection. Outer dead skin was
sloughed following the first application of cream (seen at
day 2) with new epitheliazation already seen on the border of the burned tissue. Full elasticity with very little
scarring was seen at 30 days following the burn. Patient 3
(Figure 6) presented with a localized solder burn which
typically leaves an undesirable scar. Pharmaceutical cream
was applied 1 - 2 times daily for 10 days with no outer
bandage. Following 6 days, all blistering was eliminated
and no scar was visible at three month follow-up.

Figure 5. Veterinary cases: cows presenting with udder
ulcerations. Case 1—representing a chronic lesion since 2
months and resistant to other treatments. Case 2—representing a detached udder which could provide milk within 6
days following daily cream application.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

6 days

2 weeks

7 days

6 days

4 weeks

6 weeks

Figure 6. Patients with various forms of acute wounds (Patient 1) glass incision (Patient 2) acid burn; and (Patient 3)
wire solder burn treated with pharmaceutical preparations.
Evolution of wounds early in treatment with bandage
changes every 2 days illustrates rapid wound repair with
low associated inflammation.

4. Discussion
Ovine cells show qualities required for the establishment
of cell banks to be used for production of cell-free derivatives for cosmeceutical and/or medicinal products.
Many medicinal products use tissue sources as starting
material and one of the major uses of porcine intestine is
primary tissue source for insulin production world-wide.
The development of one cell source from cell culture has
advantages as starting material when developing derivative products. Similarly, many vaccines are developed
with the use of defined progenitor cell lines. The Nobel
Prize for Medicine in 1954 was awarded to American
Immunologists who developed the polio vaccine based
on cultures of human fetal or progenitor cells. Since this
time, many other necessary vaccines (rubella, chicken
pox, hepatitis A, etc.) have been developed with the use
of progenitor cell lines including two primary human
diploid cell lines which were originally prepared in the
1960’s. The first cell line, WI-38 (Wistar Institute 38)
was developed by Leonard Hayfleck in 1964 from fetal
tissue from a voluntary pregnancy interruption and later
given the ATCC (American Type Culture Collection)
number of CCL-75. This cell line was used for the historical production of vaccine RA 27/3 against rubella.
The second cell line was the MRC-5 (Medical Research Council 5) from a 14 week gestation male fetal
lung tissue donated following a voluntary pregnancy interruption developed in 1966. This cell line has actively
JCDSA
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produced vaccines for chickenpox, hepatitis A, polio,
smallpox and rabies. There are other cell lines that have
been developed in the 1970’s that are actively used for
pharmaceutical needs such as the PER.C6 fetal cell line
developed from 18 week gestation retinal tissue primarily
for the manufacturing of adenovirus vectors for gene
therapy and for developmental stage vaccines including
Ebola virus, influenza, Japanese encephalitis and HIV. It
should be mentioned that alternative vaccine production
using animal cells and tissues have been established but
the same efficacy and safety have not been confirmed.
For example chicken embryos were used to develop vaccines for mumps, measles and rabies and serious allergies
occurred upon administration as there is a high percentage of population allergic to this animal source. To date,
there are no options in the US for vaccination against
rubella, chickenpox and hepatitis A which are produced
using both the WI-38 and MRC-5 human fetal cell lines
established in the 1960’s. It is evident that fetal or progenitor cells have very special qualities that can assure
efficacy and safety that is necessary for universal use of
therapeutic agents. The source of material, the age and
the processing can help in safety aspects of derivative
production development. MCB and WCB have been
prepared from progenitor skin tissue in short periods of
time compared to other primary cells for human source
tissue [17] and processing has now been shown herein to
be more efficient with animal progenitor cells. The
lifespan and the proliferation rate of the ovine cells
allowed to build master cell banks of 100 ampoules
containing 4 - 5 millions cells each from 1 cm2 of tissue
at very early passaging (Passage 1) and in half the time
compared to human cell sources. Cell counts and protein
determination analysis are useful tools to assess the
consistency of the cell banks. A functional assay showing
significant biological activity of the final cell-free product
will rely on the activity of the cell proteome. Furthermore activity of the final product is likely to be due to
synergistic effects of multiple proteins, which can not be
assessed by individual protein concentration or activity.
It was Coulomb et al. [26,27] who first found that
co-culture of skin cells were an advantage for tissue
engineering purposes. Since this, other applications with
co-culture of other cells have also shown synergy such as
for bone and cartilage [28-30]. Similarly, we have seen
herein that cells that have been co-cultured from the skin,
muscle and connective tissue show additive effects for
stimulation of cell growth (target cells) further establishing
that co-culture is important for topical skin preparations
for aiding in wound healing. When cell-free derivatives
were added to cream formulations, stable preparations
could be developed. Very low concentrations of cell-free
extracts could be shown to be beneficial to hydrating
creams for minor burns and wounds and helped to keep
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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the wound sites moist during the full repair process of
tissue. Other Pharmaceutical preparations available for
the same indications used routinely in Switzerland and
Europe are Flamazine® which contains sulfadiazine used
for small burns and wounds and cutaneous infections.
Ialugen® and Ialugen plus® contain hyaluronic acid to
permit wound healing with anti-inflammatory effects and
the latter contains an anti-bacterial agent (silver sulfadiazine). The advantage of cell-free extracts is that
there is no need for a chemical “active ingredient” for
topical skin care and wound healing and more simple
delivery systems of hydrogels could be implemented.
Overlall, biological preparations with ovine progenitor
cell-free extracts show potential for topical applications
for skin affections and most importantly when cells are
co-cultured.
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